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KONNICHIWA
TOKYO
For the first time
ever, the World
Championships
arrive to the Land
of the Rising Sun.
> SEE PAGES 2-6

Japan’s current world champions:
(Clockwise from top) Men’s pair Yugo
Kobayashi/Takuro Hoki and women’s
singles star Akane Yamaguchi.
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PRESIDENTʼS MESSAGE

Exciting times
Badminton is booming and it’s great to see.
Over the last few months, we have
seen the badminton community unite
as one to deliver some important
milestones for the sport.
World Badminton Day was a roaring
success, and I was delighted to see
people of all ages and abilities picking
up a badminton racket. I have not seen a
better advocate for our BWF vision of ‘giving
every child a chance to play for life’ than
the events organised on World Badminton
Day. A big thank you to everyone involved in
planning the 199 official World Badminton
Day activities across 60 countries. We have
certainly created a legacy for the future,
and I see World Badminton Day becoming
an annual highlight for years to come.
Much of this positivity was driven by the
Membership, and it was great to see
such enthusiasm also coming out at our
Members’ Forum in Bangkok, Thailand in
May. This was the 10th Members’ Forum
and the first since our last face-to-face
meeting in Nanning in May 2019. It was

an opportunity to reflect on the impact
of COVID-19 on our sport, showcase and
recognise some really great examples of
innovative practice through the inaugural
BWF Member Association Awards, and
launch the BWF Physical Activity Policy
and to workshop ideas on how Members
can use this at national level. I was very
impressed by the conversations taking
place and the level of commitment
from the 66 Member Associations in
Bangkok to drive the game at all levels.
The AGM 2022 followed the day after
the Forum and for the first time, it
was a hybrid format with 64 Members
joining the meeting remotely.
At a corporate level, BWF has again
shown it continues to lead the way in
governance practice, maintaining its
3rd place overall in the Fourth Review
of International Federation Governance
(2021-2022) released by the Association
of Summer Olympic International
Federations (ASOIF) last month.

Continued on Page 3
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One of the World Badminton Day
activities in Hamburg, Germany.

Continued from Page 2
It’s another promising indicator
that BWF is performing above
average at a governance
level and it’s good to see our
efforts recognised globally.

Championships to deliver
across the remainder of 2022.
The TotalEnergies BWF World
Championships 2022 in Tokyo,
Japan (22-28 Aug), the BWF
World Junior Championships
2022 in Santander, Spain
(17-30 Oct), and the BWF Para
Badminton World Championships
2022 also in Tokyo (1-6 Nov).

Commercially, we have also
been busy in strengthening
our core product, revealing an
additional four stops on the
BWF World Tour from 2023 to
2026. The 31-event expanded
World Tour, which includes
the year-end BWF World Tour
Finals, will see more Super
1000, Super 750, and Super
500 tournaments, giving us a
fantastic opportunity to enhance
the sport’s reach around the
world, not only in established
territories, but into new ones
as well. It also offers greater
pathway opportunities for more
players to enter our elite circuit
and gain valuable experience.

A year after we experienced
the delight of the Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games,
we return to Japan for what
are set to be two fantastic
World Championships.
We also have our first BWF
World Junior Championships
since 2019 after the forced
cancellation of editions in New
Zealand and China. This is an
important milestone for our
next generation players and
a great opportunity for them
to show off their talents.

On the immediate horizon, we
have three important Major
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The eventful road
from Malmo to Tokyo
Indonesian great
Rudy Hartono.

It is perhaps a historical oddity
that Japan has never hosted
the BWF World Championships,
considering its badminton
tradition and experience of
hosting other major events. That
anomaly will be corrected when
the TotalEnergies BWF World
Championships 2022 are staged
in Tokyo from 22 to 28 August.
Japan has an intriguing relationship
with the World Championships.
In the decade leading up to the
inaugural event in Malmo, Sweden,
Japan were the dominant power
in the women’s events. Indeed,
in 1977, Japan won the women’s
singles and doubles at the All
England, then considered the
unofficial World Championships.

The legendary
Lene Køppen.

Japan would win one more All
England title in women’s doubles
the following year before a
prolonged drought stretching up to
2016. The World Championships
too reflected this change in
fortunes, for after the inaugural
year, when Etsuko Toganoo/
Emiko Ueno won the title, it would
be 40 years before a Japanese
– Nozomi Okuhara – emerged at
the top of the podium. However,
since 2016, Japan have become
one of the superpowers of the
sport, and are expected to do
well at their home event.

Early winners
The big winners at the inaugural
Worlds in 1977 were Denmark,
with Lene Køppen taking gold
in singles and doubles. At the
next edition, hosts Indonesia
took all but one title.
China entered at the 1983 edition
in Copenhagen and have since
then made their presence felt at
every event. Korea too, were first-

time participants that year, with
19-year-old Park Joo Bong leaving
Copenhagen with one bronze, but
he was back two years later to win
his first and second of five career
World Championships titles.
The Chinese swept the 1987
edition winning all five gold,
something that would happen twice
more, in 2010 and 2011. In later
years, two Chinese would equal
Park’s feat of five gold medals —
Lin Dan and Zhao Yunlei. China,
Indonesia, Korea and Denmark
have all along been the standout
nations, with Japan emerging
as a power in recent years.

Annual fixture
The World Championships began
as a triennial event, becoming
biennial after the third edition
in 1983. The 2006 IBF World
Championships in Madrid marked
the first time the Worlds had
been held in consecutive years.
The event continued as a nearly
annual affair, taking a break
only during each Olympic year.

Increasingly open
In recent years, champions have
emerged outside the traditional
powerhouses. Ratchanok Intanon
signalled the shift in 2013 when
she became the first non-Chinese
women’s singles winner in 14
years. Like her, Carolina Marin and
Pusarla V Sindhu became the first
from their country to win gold.
The 2021 edition saw several
firsts with Loh Kean Yew
(Singapore), Takuro Hoki/
Yugo Kobayashi (Japan) and
Dechapol Puavaranukroh/
Sapsiree Taerattanachai
(Thailand) becoming trailblazers for their country in
their respective categories.
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Axelsen,
Zheng/Huang are
runaway favourites
A year after the titanic battles of the
Olympic Games, the world’s best players
reassemble in Tokyo for the TotalEnergies
BWF World Championships 2022.
Of particular significance to the home
players is the opportunity to make
amends for a somewhat below-par
performance at their home Olympics.
Japan were expected to harvest a rich haul at
Tokyo 2020, but instead came away with a sole
bronze medal. With a squad that has several
achievers, Japan will now look to compete
on a strong note at the World Championships
and put to rest any disappointment they
might be carrying from Tokyo 2020.

Of the five categories, two — men’s singles
and mixed doubles — have overwhelming
favourites: Viktor Axelsen and Zheng Si Wei/
Huang Ya Qiong. Their form this season
has been impeccable, and it will take an
extraordinary effort and perhaps some luck
for their opponents to deny them the gold.
In the remaining three categories the field is
quite open. Japan have strong contenders in all
three — Akane Yamaguchi in women’s singles
and Takuro Hoki/Yugo Kobayashi in men’s
doubles will be defending their titles, while
Nami Matsuyama/Chiharu Shida arrive in Tokyo
having won the last three Super 1000 events in
a row. The likes of Olympic champion Chen Yu
Fei, An Se Young and Tai Tzu Ying in women’s

singles; Fajar Alfian/Muhammad Rian Ardianto
and Lee Yang/Wang Chi-Lin in men’s doubles,
and Chen Qing Chen/Jia Yi Fan in women’s
doubles are some of the other top contenders.
While there will be home attention on Japan,
there are distinct changes in the other
powerhouses too. Indonesia’s strength in
men’s doubles stands out, while Korea and
Malaysia can look to their young women’s
pairs to challenge the big names. India proved
their pedigree by winning the Thomas Cup,
and their strength in men’s singles and men’s
doubles cannot be doubted. And while China
have had modest success in a few categories
in recent months, the team has always risen
to the occasion at Major Championships.
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World Tour
continues to grow
With the expansion of the BWF World
Tour to 31 events during the 20232026 cycle, audiences in more cities
will be treated to elite-level badminton.
The new cycle promises greater earning
and ranking points opportunities for
players, while ensuring the continued
growth of badminton worldwide.
Among the most significant
developments in this new cycle are:
▸ The Super 500 level welcomes host
cities from three new continents with
tournaments in Australia, Canada
and Finland, joining tournaments
in Hong Kong China, Indonesia,
Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and an
additional new host in Japan.
▸ Malaysia Open will enter the Super
1000 tier, joining the All England,
Indonesia Open and China Open.
▸ India Open and Singapore Open,
currently Super 500 events, jump
to Super 750 status, alongside
the China Masters, Japan Open,
Denmark Open and French Open.
▸ Orleans Open has been
upgraded to Super 300.

Continued on Page 8
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Continued from Page 7
BWF Secretary General Thomas Lund said
the BWF World Tour 2023-2026 promises
to elevate the status of badminton globally.
“Badminton is one of the fastest-growing
sports in the world with all-time high
participation and fan numbers. More
tournaments give us a fantastic opportunity
to enhance the sport’s reach around the
world, not only in established territories,
but into new ones as well. It also allows
for more players to enter our elite circuit
and gain valuable experience,” he said.
“We were very encouraged by the large
number of high-quality bids we received
and that bodes well for a bigger and
better tour across the next four years.
It enables us to commit to higher prize
money, greater coverage on television
and online, and spectacular presentation,
all contributing to an enhanced worldclass sports product that we seek.”

“Badminton
is one of the
fastest-growing
sports in the
world with
all-time high
participation and
fan numbers. ”
— Thomas Lund
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Silver linings in the
pandemic cloud
The 10th Members’ Forum held
in Bangkok was also the first
face-to-face interaction between
members since Nanning 2019. The
theme of the Forum was ‘Patience,
Perseverance and Best Practice –
Navigating Through the Pandemic’.

BWF Secretary
General Thomas Lund
makes a presentation
during the Forum.

The first Plenary Session dealt
with the impact of COVID-19 on
the membership and highlighted
some of the strategies applied to
navigate through the pandemic.
Among the panelists was Maggie
Brennan, Sport Development Manager
for Special Olympics International,
who spoke on the impact of COVID-19
on the Special Olympics and the
development of badminton.
The second Plenary Session
focused on the BWF Physical
Activity Policy approved by the
BWF Council in October 2021.
The session aimed to introduce
the policy to the Membership and
how this could link in with national
programmes to promote badminton
to communities, governments,
funders and other stakeholders.
Two case studies were showcased
for best practice — one on UAE
Badminton Federation & Special
Olympics UAE, and another on
Badminton Netherlands’ programme
‘Promoting Badminton as a Healthy
Sport for all through AirBadminton’.
The third Plenary Session saw the
inaugural Member Association
Awards, which were instituted by
BWF to showcase excellence and
promote best practice across the
BWF’s 198 Member Associations.
There were four categories: BWF
Membership Grants Programme
Impact Award; Participation Award;
Inclusion Award and Promotion Award.

Membership Grants
Programme: Winner – Benin
Badminton Federation
The shortlisted projects were Benin,
Bhutan, Burkina Faso, Ukraine
and Zimbabwe. Benin Badminton
Federation was awarded for its
use of BWF Membership Grant
funds to focus on strengthening
and developing the structures of
five of its regional associations to
ensure stronger alignment and
positioning of badminton nationally.
Participation:
Winner – Saudi Badminton
Federation
The candidates for the award were
Azerbaijan, China, Saudi Arabia and
Spain. Saudi Badminton Federation’s
strategic approach to developing
participation opportunities and
pathways led to the substantial
investment of US$9.5 million in
badminton nationally. Through the
Shuttle Time programme, more
than 76 sports clubs included
badminton in their programmes,

Badminton
Confederation of Africa
President Michel Bau
receiving the award on
behalf of Benin.

resulting in over 1,000 players
participating at the Saudi National
Championships in 2021.
Inclusion:
Winner – United Arab Emirates
Badminton Federation
The candidates were Norway,
Peru, Switzerland, Uganda
and United Arab Emirates.
The UAE Badminton Federation
was awarded for its long-standing
collaboration with Special Olympics
UAE which has provided opportunities
for people of determination in the UAE

to experience positive sporting social
experiences through badminton.
This has seen the sport flourish
in the region with the partnership
expanding even further in 2021.
Promotion:
Winner – Badminton Australia
The shortlisted projects were
Australia, Bahrain, Netherlands and
Togo. Badminton Australia won the
award for its new brand campaign
in 2021 aimed at uniting and
connecting the badminton community
while also growing awareness of
the sport across the country.
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BWF honour
for Berg, Lim
Torsten Berg and Dato’ Wira Lim Teong Kiat,
two personalities who have served badminton
for decades, were voted as Honorary Life Vice
Presidents during the Annual General Meeting
(AGM) of the Badminton World Federation in May.
Berg and Dato’ Lim were involved in the
technical and administrative sides of the sport,
contributing greatly to the development of
the sport. They join Sir Craig Reedie, Justian
Suhandinata, Lu Shenrong, Jeffrey Robson,
Charoen Wattanasin and Dr Kang Young Joong
as Honorary Life Vice Presidents of BWF.

Distinguished Administrator
Berg served for 28 years on the BWF Council
in a variety of roles, including as BWF Vice
President for Europe (2003-2013) and in
several committees, commissions and working
groups representing all facets of the sport.
Alongside his involvement in administration,
Berg played a crucial role in technical matters.
He refereed at three Olympic Games (Sydney
2000, Athens 2004 and London 2012),
and other major events, and after his final
tenure as a BWF Certificated Referee at
the BWF World Superseries Finals in 2013,
he continued as a Referee Assessor.
In his acceptance speech, Berg paid tribute to
several towering personalities of the International

Lim (top) and
Berg all smiles
after receiving
their certificates.

Badminton Federation (IBF, now
BWF) who had influenced him
and contributed immensely to
the sport’s development.
Berg’s tribute started with
former IBF President Poul-Erik
Nielsen, “…who trusted me
with the responsibility to
form and later on lead the
development committee,
with the responsibility
for badminton as only
the second International
Federation after FIFA to formally
establish a development committee.
And I'm so pleased to see how this
committee continues its work today…”
He referenced his association with Ronnie Rowan,
Roy Ward, Neil Cameron, Arthur Jones, Reedie and
Dr Kang, all of whom played significant roles in
building badminton into the sport that it is today.

Financial Wizard
Dato’ Lim was Vice President of the Badminton
Association of Malaysia (BAM) for 26 years
from 1982. He was the team manager for
the Malaysian badminton team at the Athens
2004 and Beijing 2008 Olympics, Honorary
Treasurer of the BAM from 2006 to 2017, and
its Deputy President from 2017 to 2021.

At the international level, Dato’ Lim put
to good use his expertise as a chartered
accountant and served as Chair of BWF’s
Finance Committee for 12 years from 2009.
During this time, Dato’ Lim oversaw the most
extensive period of development and financial
growth in the history of the BWF. This period saw
the restructuring of BWF’s events framework,
the significant enhancement of the quality
of the badminton brand, and the increase
in commercial value of event properties
and partnerships with global brands.
Dato’ Lim said he was “overwhelmed” at
the honour, and thanked all those who had
worked alongside him, helping the organisation
overcome challenges along the way.
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Productive period
Quarter 2 of 2022 witnessed the delivery of a slew
of important development initiatives to strengthen
badminton’s presence around the world.

APRIL
BWF Coach Education Level 1
Conducted in Riyadh by the Saudi Badminton
Federation in cooperation with BWF and the
Institute for Leadership Development. The
six-day training programme delivered by BWF
Dubai Badminton Development Manager Jaffer
Ebrahim saw 12 coaches and six tutors learn
about growing the region's quality workforce.

AGITOS Barbados
Barbados became the first Caribbean country
to host the BWF-IPC Para Badminton Technical
Workshop. The project postponed from 2021
due to COVID-19 attracted 37 participants
from as many as nine countries. 

JUNE
Badminton Europe’s Centre of Excellence in
Holbaek, Denmark hosted the BWF Coach

Education Level 3 Course  from 1-6 June,
then the World Academy of Sport’s Player
Pathway Programme workshop. 
1. Coach Education
▸ BWF’s highest coaching course aimed
at experienced coaches with a good
understanding of their national systems gave
15 participants from across Europe the chance
to challenge their ideas about coaching,
through a combination of theory discussions
and on-court application over six intensive days.
2. Player Pathway Programme
▸ Three-day workshop of innovative experience
to give key Member Association personnel
from high performance and administration
the opportunity to work through case studies
designed to help them navigate the challenges
of setting up a successful player pathway.

AirBadminton’s Special Olympics Debut
An AirBadminton Activation was held for the
first time during the Special Olympics USA
Games in Orlando from 4-8 June, with the aim
of growing badminton in the country and making

Participants of the
BWF-IPC Para Badminton Technical
Workshop in Barbados.

it a permanent fixture of the multi-sport event.
A total of 5,500 athletes and coaches from 63
delegations were also introduced to the inclusive
and free BWF resources of the Shuttle Time
Schools Programme and AirBadminton. 

SEPTEMBER 2022
INTAKE
BWF in partnership with the World
Academy of Sport (WAoS) have
opened a new cycle of scholarships
for the Postgraduate Certificate in
International Sports Management at
University of London. Details 
▸ For the 2020 and 2021
BWF-WAoS Athlete Certificate
Scholarship programme, 222
of the 400 athletes who applied
from 63 countries benefitted. A
new application cycle opened
on 1 June brought in another
114 online applications from 34
countries across five continents.
This includes 25 athletes currently
competing in BWF-sanctioned
tournaments.

LOOK BACK AT OUR
COVERAGE OF:
▸ World Autism Awareness Day 
▸ World Health Day 
▸ International Day of Sport for
Development and Peace 
▸ World Refugee Day 
▸ Olympic Day 
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AirBadminton
dazzles in Hamburg
As part of the World Badminton Day
festivities, BWF went to the city of
Hamburg to celebrate the inaugural
occasion with an AirBadminton
Urban Series test event.
Competing in Germany's north
coast city as part of the Active
City Arena Festival on 4-5 July,
national badminton teams from
France, Belgium, the Netherlands
and Germany participated in
the event with the sea as a
backdrop, and sand for surface.
The two-day competition comprised a
mixed team event, where the winner
of a tie is the team reaching 100
points first over five games. Each
tie consisted five matches – one
women's doubles, one men's doubles,
one mixed doubles, and two triples.
Team Netherlands emerged
victorious in the mixed team
event. Finn Achthoven, 30, and
Andy Buijk, 32, were extremely
happy about their achievement.

"It's been great playing AirBadminton
in Hamburg and we are happy
to be the winners. The wind was
challenging at some points, but
we adapted and used it to our
advantage. We look forward to
competing at upcoming AirBadminton
events as this is a lot of fun and an
exciting way to play our sport."
The Urban Series in Hamburg
presented a unique opportunity to
position AirBadminton as a young,
innovative and urban sport, and
the BWF is positive the event will
inspire players and fans to look for
opportunities to play AirBadminton
beyond their experience in Hamburg.
Want to give AirBadminton a go
yourself? Find out everything you
need to know in our AirBadminton
Explainer  video, and on
www.airbadminton.sport 
The next stop on the AirBadminton
Urban Series tour will be Utrecht, also
in the Netherlands, in September.
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Badminton celebrated

BWF launched World Badminton Day
on 5 July, and to celebrate the inaugural
occasion, our Continental Confederations
and Member Associations held 199 events
between them across 60 countries.

courts, followed by an exhibition on the history
of badminton. After the matches concluded,
players took part in a special badminton quiz.
The prize? A trip in a hot air balloon to admire the
views of Paris. There were also Yonex rackets.

Through these events and activities, the World
Badminton Day sought to raise awareness of
the sport and unite individuals to play in social
settings. To reach new audiences, festivities
took place simultaneously around the planet.

In Nairobi, Kenya, the Emaus Educational
Centre invited 26 children from
underprivileged backgrounds. In a venue
that has little to no infrastructure and space
for traditional indoor badminton, children
happily embraced AirBadminton and
experienced the joys of playing the sport.

The French Badminton Federation hosted an event
at Parc André Citroen, in central Paris for over 300
people, with an equal number of females and
males taking part in AirBadminton. In collaboration
with Yonex, local charity, Solibad and Generali,
guests were invited to test their skills at the new
outdoor game of badminton on grass, across two

Over in China, one of the country’s most
successful women's doubles specialists, Zhang
Jiewen, shared her career tales, including
clinching gold at the 2004 Athens Olympic
Games with over 80 children in Guangzhou.
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Badminton4U
Just A Touch Away

Get closer to your favourite
badminton players with the
new Badminton4U app.

Learn more

*The App is
available in English
and Simplified
Chinese.
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